
USER INSTRUCTIONS

406535

2018+ Hood Vents
Tools Required: - 9mm Socket & Ratchet

- Panel Removal Tool or Pliers
Contents: Tape
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Remove the hood liner push pins and remove the liner to 
gain access to the factory hood vent moun�ng nuts.

Remove the (4) 9mm nuts holding the factory vent in 
place. Then gently remove the factory vent from the hood. 

Carefully pull up on the back  of the hood vent while 
gently pushing the front to release the factory clip 
securing the hood vent to the hood. Remove hood vent. 
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Remove the (4) factory studs from the factory vent.

**Note factory studs will be reused. 

Install the supplied tape to the inserts area as shown 
above. **Note: Some triming of the tape will be 
necessary. 

Remove the factory hood vent cover from the factory vent 
by releasing the plas�c tabs and pulling away from the 
vent to release the tape adhesion.  
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2 - Hood Vents
4 - Inserts
1 - Tape Kit
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Insert the insert in an upward pos�on to meet with the 
upper edge, and then apply firm pressure to the taped 
areas. 

Install the supplied tape to the areas shown above. 
**Note: Some triming of the tape will be necessary. 

Install the factory hood vent cover from Step 3 onto the 
new hood vent by applying pressure �ll they click into 
place. 
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Remove the tape backing from step 7, and insert the hood 
vent into the hood. Secure hood vent using the factory (4) 
nuts.

Inserts will be labeled R-I for Right Inner, R-O for Right 
Outer, L-I for Le� Inner, and L-O for Le� Outer.  Remove 
the tape backing for each insert. 
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Apply firm pressure over taped areas. Installa�on is now 
complete. 


